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Abstract
HyperArc (HA) treatment planning from Varian is a stereotactic speci�c planning tool enabling quick and
e�cient optimisation of treatment planning, and delivery. HA was commissioned and implemented at
Waikato Regional Cancer Centre (WRCC) in 2019 to ful�l the demands of dose delivery for stereotactic
radiosurgery (SRS), allowing for treatment of multiple targets with a single isocenter at non-coplanar
angles. The extra levels of plan complexity involved in creating and verifying HA SRS plans required
extensive checks and veri�cations using �lm and an ion chamber, along with a signi�cant allocation of
time and resources. The Sun Nuclear SRS MapCHECK (SRSMC) offered an alternative to the
cumbersome �lm measurements. It is an all-encompassing tool meeting the requirements of TG 218 and
ICRU 91 for complex treatment plan veri�cation, claiming to save time and effort, without sacri�cing
accuracy, enabling for a smoother planning and veri�cation process.  

SRSMC was initially commissioned on 6MV single target treatments using standard planning, then
updated and commissioned for 6FFF multi-target non-coplanar treatments using HA.
The SRSMC gamma pass rates were compared to �lm measurements in the same plane, and the central
diode CAX reading compared to ionisation chamber measurements at the same position for a range of
plans covering a range of PTV sizes and plan complexities. 

Pass rates on the SRSMC were comparable to measurements using �lm (Gamma 3%/1mm, 99.41%,
96.39% SRSMC and �lm respectively). The central diode is an adequate surrogate for a chamber
measurement if the SRSMC is positioned in a similar position as that of the ionisation chamber would be
– high dose homogenous region, avoiding steep gradients (mean dose difference Diode vs Chamber:
-0.73%). Differences between exposing non-coplanar plans at couch 0 and at planned couch angles were
negligible (Gamma 3%/1mm 99.28 coplanar, 99.41% non-coplanar on SRSMC).

At WRCC the SRSMC has replaced �lm and chamber measurements for plan veri�cations of 6FFF HA
multiple metastatic brain treatments at a single isocenter and we are currently investigating its use in
other treatment sites. 

Introduction
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is recommended as the standard of care by the American Society of
Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) (1) and the International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society (ISRS) (2) for
the primary treatment of patients with limited or multiple brain metastases and as an alternative to
postoperative whole brain radiotherapy (3). The option to treat patients using SRS techniques has been
available at Waikato Regional Cancer Centre (WRCC) since early 2017, and is now the standard of care
for treatment of multiple metastatic brain lesions.

HyperArc (HA) (HyperArc™, Varian Inc.) addresses the problems associated with resources allocation, and
plan complexity when it comes to planning optimal treatments for multiple metastatic brain lesions. HA
is designed to simplify and automate non-coplanar SRS planning for multiple-lesions at a single
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treatment position, negating the need for repositioning of the patient. This saves time when compared to
treatments that treat multiple targets as separate plans, where each lesion has its own isocentre. WRCC
introduced HA in 2019 to meet the demand for increasing cases and to provide the recommended
international standard of care for patient’s requiring radiation treatment for multiple metastatic brain
cancers. HA plans have been shown to perform better than multi-isocenter VMAT plans in terms of both
dose-volume quality metrics and overall treatment times, being completed within a typical time slot
means that HA offers an easy and safe alternative to multi-isocenter VMAT for complex SRS for multiple
metastases (4).

Typically patient-speci�c QA for SRS plans include veri�cation of patient setup/ immobilization and dose
delivery measurements when appropriate, and a dry-run of the approved treatment plan to check for
potential collision. Where MLCs modulate the dose, measurements should be performed prior to
treatment to verify the absolute dose to the reference point (5). Initially these measurements were done
through the use of an in-house phantom utilising �lm and ionisation chamber measurements. Although
EBT-XD �lms are well suited to achieve optimal results in SRS and SBRT plan veri�cation(6) the process
can be cumbersome in terms of accuracte set-up, calibration and orientation. These issues, coupled with
a waiting time of at least 6 hours between exposure and analysis(7) leads to a signi�cant time and
resource allocation increasing pressure on the medical physics team, to accurately deliver and verify
patient speci�c QA measurements on time.

The Sun Nuclear SRS MapCHECK (SRSMC) is an all-encompassing tool veri�ed as a suitable surrogate
for �lm(8) (9), which meets the requirements of AAPM TG 101(10) and ICRU report 91(11) for complex
treatment plan veri�cation whilst claiming to save time and effort, without sacri�cing accuracy, overall
enabling a smoother planning and veri�cation process. The device consists of 1013 n-type solid state
(Sunpoint® 2) diode detectors arranged in a 77 mm2 array in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), spacing
between detectors is 2.47mm with an active volume of 0.007mm3, active detector area is 0.48 x 0.48mm2

and 0.5mm resolution. Four �ducials which are visible both on kV and MV imaging along with external
contours of the accompanying StereoPHAN™, allow for accurate alignment for pre-treatment veri�cation
measurements

The StereoPHAN is a speci�c phantom designed to be compatible with SRSMC. For veri�cation it is
locked to the treatment couch preventing accidental motion, which in turn allows for the different
dosimetry inserts to be used without adjusting the placement of the StereoPHAN on the couch. This
enables comparisons between different measurement mediums without introduction of positioning
uncertainty beyond those intrinsic to the system (12). For this work, the �lm holder, SRSMC and
Microchamber insert were interchanged within the StereoPHAN.

Detailed is the experience of WRCC of using the SRSMC for 6MV with �attening �lter (6WFF) and 6MV
�attening �lter free (6FFF) HA treatment plan veri�cations using both planar and non-coplanar �eld
arrangements.
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Methods
SRT plan veri�cation was historically conducted using a combination of ion-chamber point dose
measurements (CC01) and �lm measurements (Gafchromic™ EBT-XD, ESPON Expression 1100XL) in a
bespoke head and neck phantom (originally a CIRS Model 002HN IMRT Phantom, modi�ed for
stereotactic purposes). Gamma analysis was carried out using OmniPro-ImRT (v1.6) �lm analysis
software. Commissioning of SRSMC was done by verifying diode responses by looking at linearity, short/
long term reproducibility, obliquity and determination of calibration factors for absolute dose
measurements. Absolute dose consisted of collecting an SRMC measurement under conditions in which
the dose to the central detector is known, for entering into the SNC software, which correlates the counts
collected by the device during calibration to the known dose entered by the user, which established the
absolute dose calibration factor. The accuracy was tested by changing the dose delivered and comparing
the dose change on the CAX measurement. The commissioning didn’t reveal anything that would raise
concerns in terms of clinical use, and showed similar results to the works carried out elsewhere (8) (9)
(12). Results are not discussed in detail in this report as the authors did not want to present the work as a
commissioning report, but rather wanted to describe the ongoing process of moving to a new planning
technique and the opportunities that arose in terms of comparisons that can be carried out to further test
the �exibility of the SRSMC for different types of stereotactic planning techniques. Once the array was
determined to be acceptable for clinical measurements, a retrospective re-veri�cation of previous SRS
patient plans was carried out to determine whether or not there was signi�cant differences in gamma
pass rates when using our old veri�cation methods compared to the new SRSMC. During this phase of
commissioning non-coplanar plans were reset as coplanar as there was concerns about the risks
involved through possible irradiation of the device electronics. In 2020 SRSMC was recommissioned for
non-coplanar 6FFF plans using HA techniques, and full non co-planar geometry was included in
veri�cations on the recommendations of the vendor, details and results of which are presented. In all
cases the gamma index pass rates at WRCC are 95% of points pass at 3% 1mm or at 5% 1mm

I: SRSMC vs Film:

Previous �lm veri�cation of brain SRT plans and absolute gamma analysis was carried out at non-
coplanar treatment angles in a bespoke, modi�ed CIRS head and neck phantom in the transverse plane. A
calibration curve was produced for each veri�cation exposure using �lm taken from the same batch and
sheet exposed to known doses of radiation. The phantom was positioned using room lasers then image
matched using CBCT and matched to isocenter. Lateral shifts could then be applied using couch controls
where required, once positioning was veri�ed the plan was exposed at non-coplanar angles.

Following full acceptance, commissioning and calibration of the SRSMC a cohort of patients were re-
planned on the SRSMC for veri�cation and validation. The SRSMC does not allow for dose
measurements to be done in the transverse plane, therefore it was placed in the StereoPHAN at 0
(coronal plane), the set-up veri�ed using CBCT matching and the plans subsequently exposed. This
difference in exposure planes and couch angles meant that a direct comparison between veri�cation
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methods could not be carried out at this stage, instead as part of commissioning we veri�ed that we had
no false positives and the gamma passing rates were similar.

The StereoPHAN comes with an insert for �lms, meaning veri�cation plans could be repeated using �lm
in the same plane and setup as the SRSMC, meaning a more meaningful comparison between �lm and
SRSMC could be done. A cohort of plans covering all PTV sizes and non-coplanar angles were re-planned
in the StereoPHAN using both the SRSMC and �lm insert, allowing for comparison in the same plane and
phantom. A �lm calibration curve was done on each day of exposure from 2Gy to + 10% max planned
doses.

II: CAX vs Ionisation Chamber:

The CAX Diode is located in the centre of the SRSMC, and is considered to be located at isocenter in
isocentric set up, the software gives a value of absolute dose to this point in both the planned and
exposed planes (labelled CAX2 and CAX1 respectively). Cumulative dose to both the ionisation chamber
and CAX diode was directly compared at non-coplanar geometry. Off-axis shifts were applied to the
SRSMC when required to ensure that the CAX diode was in the same position as the initial point of
measurement of the chamber for the clinical plan, which was set up to be in a high dose, homogenous
region of the PTV. SNC Patient displays the CAX diode dose for both the exposed and planned dose
planes, so a direct comparison was carried out to see if dose differences between planned and exposed
are similar to that of the TPS vs Exposed when done with an ion-chamber. Plans covered all non-coplanar
types of measurement carried out at WDHB including 6WFF, 6FFF beams, and central and off axis
measurements.

III: 6WFF vs 6FFF: 

Separate and individual dose and array calibration �les for both 6WFF and 6FFF energies are stored in
SNC Patient software for use dependent on the energy used for the treatment plan. Practice evolved at
WRCC from 6WFF to 6FFF for treatment of SRS Metastatic brain cancer. Part of the commissioning for
this a selection of clinical SRS plans using 6WFF were re-planned with same beam parameters and set-
up, but beam energy changed to 6FFF. Both sets of plans were exposed on the SRSMC, at coplanar set up
and gamma analysis pass rates compared.

IV: Coplanar vs Non Coplanar:

During the initial commissioning phase clinical plans covering all PTV sizes and couch angles were
exposed with all �elds set to coplanar angles. A cohort of these plans were re-planned and exposed at full
non-coplanar geometry and gamma analysis conducted for comparison.

V: Isocentric Vs off axis: 

Plan veri�cation of multiple targets may require shifting the SRSMC away from isocenter to ensure all
planned PTVs �t on the SRSMC detector panel. Once we moved to planning with HA a review a
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retrospective analysis of pass rates of plans done at isocentric set up and off axis were compared.

Results & Discussion
I: SRSMC vs Film

As previously discussed, due to the composition of the bespoke head and neck phantom plan
veri�cations were historically exposed on �lm in the transverse plane. Initial commissioning of the
SRSMC was done with a coplanar set up meaning in the coronal plane, therefore it was not possible to
have the diode and �lm exposures in the same plane for direct comparison.

Instead, for commissioning, we veri�ed that pass rates were of a similar magnitude for the plan as a
whole complex treatment, i.e. pass rates > 95% at 1%2mm gamma index would have similar pass rates in
both the coronal and transverse planes, but would not expect them to be identical.

Average pass rates for a selection (N = 20) of original treatment plans were 91.05% at 3%1mm and
97.29% at 5%1mm. The corresponding average pass rates of the same plans exposed at coplanar angles,
on the SRSMC in the coronal plane were 99.41% and 99.9% for 3%1mm and 5%1mm respectively. A
selection of these plans covering a range of PTV equivalent diameters are highlighted in Table 1 and
average results over all plans summarised in Table 3.

Table 1
Original �lm plans in transverse plane Vs SRSMC at coplanar and non-coplanar couch angles

in coronal plane.
PTV EQD (cm) Film SRSMC

Coplanar Non Coplanar

3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm

1.2 97.28 98.41 97.7 100 99.3 100

1.4 83.18 96.08 99.6 100 100 100

1.5 94.39 98 100 100 100 100

2.4 94.06 95.94 99.6 100 94.7 99.2

2.5 91.41 97.91 99.5 100 99.8 100

2.6 91.81 96.96 100 100 99.7 100

3.4 99.16 99.71 98.6 99.8 98.8 100

4.3 91.73 99.26 99.6 100 100 100

 

Differences in pass rates are possibly due to a number of reasons:
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The original plans were conducted by several different Physicists over a period of a couple of years,
meaning inherent variations in output on the day, localisation and user analysis are taken in to
account over time, as opposed to the plans for this study which were conducted in single sessions,
by a single Physicist.

The resolution of the �lm vs the resolution of the SRSMC diode plane, whereby a higher resolution
(�lm) is more likely to highlight smaller errors, which may not be picked up by the diodes leading to a
lower gamma index pass rate.

Differences in matching techniques due to the phantoms used. Both methods used CBCT pre-
exposure image matching, however the homogenous SRSMC and StereoPHAN phantom has ball
bearings embedded for localisation, along with other easily discernible physical features on the
CBCT image. 6dof couch corrections were also available, which would not have been present for
some of our previous �lm measurements.

The SRSMC allows exposure in the coronal or sagittal planes, and in order to have a like-for-like
comparison, a selection of historic plans were re-exposed using the �lm holder in the StereoPHAN, then
compared to measurements on the SRSMC in the same plane, the results of which are presented in
Table 2 and Table 3.

Pass rates for the SRSMC were consistently higher than those obtained with �lm, being 100% pass rate at
3% 1mm consistently. Differences between �lm and SRSMC pass rates varied, 0.16–9.37% difference at
3%/1mmv(after re-measurement and veri�cation). The possible reasons for these differences are
discussed above. We would not consider the SRSMC results to be a false positive, however when using
the device for plan veri�cation users should be aware of these points when replacing �lm.
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Table 2
Direct comparison of �lm measurements and SRSMC in coronal plane in StereoPHAN

phantom.
PTV Eq Di (cm) Film SRSMC Difference

3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm

1.2 97.57 98.7 100 100 2.13 1.30

1.6 99.84 100 100 100 0.16 0.00

1.8 97.97 99.5 100 100 2.03 0.50

1.9 93.88 95.5 100 100 6.12 4.50

2.1 99.69 99.91 100 100 0.31 0.09

2.2 96.5 99.2 100 100 3.50 0.80

3.0 91.92 92.31 100 100 8.08 7.69

3.2 99.51 97.84 100 100 0.49 2.16

4.1 90.63 92.09 100 100 9.37 7.91

 
Table 3

Summary of average results for �lm analysis vs SRSMC in various setups
SRSMC Coplanar SRSMC Non-Coplanar Film: Custom Phantom Film: StereoPHAN

3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm 3%/1mm 5%/1mm

99.3 100 99.41 99.9 91.05 97.29 96.39 97.23

 

II: CAX Diode vs Ionisation Chamber:
Measurement on the SRSMC at non-coplanar geometry allows direct comparison of the cumulative dose
measured on the CAX Diode and with an ionisation chamber at the same position. Results showed good
agreement between the ion chamber measurement and the central diode. It was noted that the results for
the chamber are from historic measurements and retrospectively compared to recent CAX measurements
done as part of this study. Similar issues as those discussed above, with different team members taking
measurements and inherent daily machine variations were taken into consideration when interpreting the
differences between the ion chamber and CAX diode, summarised as a selection of plans in Table 4 and
average of all plans in Table 5.

The large discrepancy of 3.47% was attributed to a small volume PTV (1.2cm equivalent diameter). This
also corresponded to -4.43% difference seen in the CAX1 (measured) vs CAX2 (TPS) measurement.
However, in this instance, the actual difference in diode vs ion chamber was 0.34%. Although this was a
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large discrepancy for both the difference in diode and chamber measurement when compared to the TPS,
the diode accurately re�ects what is measured by the chamber, therefore we were satis�ed that the CAX
diode is a suitable surrogate for an ion-chamber to measure point dose.

Table 4
Selection of Ion Chamber and CAX Diode measurements. (* Highlighted and

discussed result)
PTV Equivalent Diameter (cm) IC Vs TPS CAX Diode Vs IC CAX1 Vs CAX 2

1.2* 3.47 -0.34 -4.43

1.4 0.66 -2.22 1.36

1.4 1.06 -1.69 -1.68

1.5 3.39 -1.85 -1.87

1.8 1.88 0.66 -1.74

2.1 -0.38 -1.09 -2.67

2.4 1.21 0.62 -3.84

2.5 -0.48 -2.22 -0.48

3.4 1.47 -0.55 -3.85

4.3 2.57 -2.14 0.08

 
Table 5

Summary of Ion Chamber and CAX Dose Measurements.
Variables Mean Difference

(%)
Standard
Deviation

Range of Differences
(%)

Ion Chamber TPS Dose vs Exposed
Dose

0.72 1.5 -2.49 to 3.47

Ion Chamber vs CAX Diode Dose -0.48 1.35 -2.57 to 0.84

CAX 1 vs CAX 2 Dose -0.91 1.51 -4.43 to 1.92

 

III: 6FFF vs 6WFF.

Exposures used at commissioning of 6FFF (N = 10) were utilised here to investigate the SRSMC gamma
pass rates when the same plan is exposed with and without a �attening �lter. The differences in pass
rates were negligible, and the average gamma analysis pass rates and differences are presented in
Table 6.
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Table 6
Summary of average gamma pass rates and average differences for treatments

using 6WFF and 6FFF

  6WFF 6FFF Difference (%)

  3% 1mm 5% 1mm 3% 1mm 5% 1mm 3% 1mm 5% 1mm

Ave 99.4 100.0 99.0 99.9 0.4 0.1

SD 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.3 1.3 0.3

Min 96.9 99.7 97.2 98.9 -2.3 -0.3

Max 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 2.8 1.1

 

IV: Co-planar vs non-coplanar.

A different cohort of clinical plans used for commissioning initially exposed with all �elds to be coplanar
were repeated using couch angles determined by HA planning techniques (N = 20). Plans analysed were
selected to cover all PTV sizes and non-coplanar angles. The average of the pass rates for coplanar and
non-coplanar are summarised in Table 7.

Table 7
Summary of average pass rates for the same

plans done at coplanar and non-coplanar angles
Coplanar Non-Coplanar

3% 1mm 5% 1mm 3% 1mm 5% 1mm

99.28 99.95 99.41 99.90

 

No signi�cant difference in results were noted when the same plan is exposed at couch 0 and when the
couch is rotated.

V: Isocentric vs Off-axis

A retrospective review and comparison of the pass rates of plans done at isocentric set up and off axis
covering all target sizes and lateral shifts were compared. A selection are presented in Table 8, and
summarised in Table 9.
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Table 8
Pass rates for selection of plans at both Isocentric and

off axis locations.
  PTV Eq Di (cm) 3% 1mm 5% 1mm

Isocentric 1.2 99.7 100

2.1 100 100

2.6 99.9 100

3.0 100 100

4.4 100 100

Off-Axis 1.3 96.1 97.7

1.4 99.3 100

1.6 99.3 99.9

2.2 98.1 100

2.6 100 100

 
Table 9

Summary of average pass rates for isocentric
and off-axis plans

Iso Off Axis

3% 1mm 5% 1mm 3% 1mm 5% 1mm

99.58 100.00 97.86 99.66

 

As both sets of results give a clinical pass, the slight difference in results was deemed to be of no
concern. The 3% 1mm off-axis results tended to have a lower passing rate when exposed at non-coplanar
angles, likely due to inclusion of lateral couch movements introducing uncertainties which are re�ected in
the �nal measurement. However, these were still comfortably within the acceptable limits and tolerances,
but the lower pass rate forti�es the need for an isocenter veri�cation test, such as the Winston-Lutz test,
to be carried out routinely as part of a SRT program. At WRCC this is checked weekly.

Discussion
Presented is the clinical experience of our centre of moving from a more traditional �lm and chamber
measurement to diodes using SRSMC for SRS Brain metastases plan veri�cation. As we progressed to
using 6FFF in place of 6WFF, and adapted HA treatment planning techniques we were able to utilise more
of the features available in the SNC software, being the CAX dose measurement and exposures at non-
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coplanar geometry and the authors were presented with the opportunity to make some direct
comparisons for different types of stereotactic techniques, as we moved from single target planning
using 6WFF, and carrying out veri�cations at coplanar angles, to more advanced planning techniques of
multi-target single-isocentre using 6FFF with full non-coplanar geometry veri�cation.

There are no differences that would be of a clinical concern between �lm and SRSMC when exposed in
the StereoPHAN in the same plane. Similarly the insigni�cance in differences between 6WFF and 6FFF
coupled with similar results seen when comparing coplanar with non-coplanar means that the SRSMC is
suitable for measurement and veri�cation of treatments planned with HA and 6FFF.

The slight difference in pass rates when exposing plans off-axis may be indicative of the inherent errors
when rotating and shifting the couch to get to the required position for exposure and should be
considered when commissioning such a system, and further highlights the need to verify machine
isocenter for stereotactic treatments.

The central axis diode is comparable in accuracy to the farmer chamber when comparing to planned
dose.

Conclusion
Presented are the results of testing done at WRCC as part of initial clinical testing of the SRSMC and
subsequent process changes when moving to planning multiple target brain metastases using SRS HA
planning and 6FFF treatment techniques.

Gamma pass rates on the SRSMC are comparable to measurements done using �lm. The central diode is
an adequate surrogate for a chamber measurement if the SRSMC is positioned in a similar position as
that of the ionisation chamber, being a high dose homogenous region, avoiding steep gradients.
Differences between exposing non-coplanar plans at couch 0 and at planned angles were negligible.

At WRCC the SRSMC has replaced �lm and chamber measurements for plan veri�cations of 6FFF
multiple metastatic brain lesions at a single isocenter, signi�cantly reducing the resource allocation for
SRT metastatic brain plan checks, giving us signi�cant savings in terms of time costs and resource
allocation. Investigations are ongoing for its use in other treatment sites using stereotactic techniques
including lung, spine and kidney.
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